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Abstract
This paper describes an update of the double tagging measurement of the fraction, Rb , of
Z0 ! bb events in hadronic Z0 decays, with statistics improved by including the data collected
in 1994. The presence of electrons or muons from semileptonic decays of bottom hadrons and the
detection of bottom hadron decay vertices were used together to obtain an event sample enriched in
Z0 ! bb decays. The eciency of the bb event tagging was obtained from the data by comparing the
numbers of events having a bottom signature in either one or both thrust hemispheres. Eciency
correlations between opposite event hemispheres are small (< 0:5%) and well understood through
comparisons between the real and simulated data samples. A value of
Rb

= 0:2175  0:0014  0:0017

was obtained, where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The uncertainty on the
decay width (Z0 ! cc) is not included in these errors. The result depends on Rc as follows:
Rb = 0:084 Rc ;
Rb

Rc

where Rc is the deviation of Rc from the value 0:172 predicted by the Standard Model.
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1 Introduction
The partial width for the decay Z0 ! bb is of special interest in the Standard Model. Electroweak
corrections involving the top quark a ect the Z0 ! bb partial width, bb , di erently from the widths
for lighter quarks. As a result, the fraction
bb
had

0 bb)
 (Z0(Z! !
hadrons)

depends on the top quark mass, mtop, but has negligible uncertainty from the unknown Higgs boson
mass and the strong coupling constant s . The fraction bb = had is also sensitive to various extensions
of the Standard Model involving new particles such as additional quarks and gauge bosons, or the
virtual e ects of new scalars and fermions such as those expected in supersymmetric models [1].
This paper describes an update of the previously published OPAL measurement [2] of the fraction
of bb events in hadronic Z0 decays. The measurement method remains largely unchanged in this
update, while the data statistics are approximately doubled by including the data collected in 1994.
In this paper we discuss only the most important features of the measurement, concentrating on
changes from the previous paper [2].
The quantity measured in the analysis is the cross-section ratio
+
bb)
Rb   (e+(ee e! !
hadrons)

at the Z0 resonance. This di ers from the partial width ratio bb= had because of the additional
contribution from photon-exchange diagrams. These have been evaluated within the Standard Model
using the program ZFITTER [3]; their e ect is to reduce Rb by 0.0003 compared to bb = had. As in
previous OPAL publications, this correction is not applied to the result in this paper. Note that the
small number of bb pairs produced in the fragmentation process, rather than directly from Z0 decays,
are not included in the numerators of the de nitions of bb = had and Rb .
In the measurement, two tagging methods are used to enrich the hadronic sample in bb events:
one is to detect electrons or muons coming from semileptonic decays of bottom hadrons; the other is
to nd decay vertices of bottom hadrons separated signi cantly from the primary interaction point.
The systematic error is kept low by the use of the double tagging technique, in which the tagging
methods are applied to the two thrust hemispheres of each event, allowing the b tagging eciency in
a hemisphere, "b , to be calculated from the data by comparing the number of tagged hemispheres and
the number of events with both hemispheres tagged.
The most important change in the analysis from the previous publication is in the treatment of
the correlation of tagging eciencies between the two event hemispheres. Studies using large samples
of Monte Carlo simulated events have provided a better understanding of the origins of the eciency
correlation, resulting in slight modi cations to the way the e ects are evaluated. For the types
of correlation e ects that may not be well modelled by the simulation, for example the correlation
between the momenta of the two b hadrons in a bb event due to nal state QCD radiation, distributions
of variables that are closely related to the correlation are compared between the real and simulated
event samples. The size of the eciency correlation and its systematic uncertainty presented in this
paper are less dependent on any particular Monte Carlo event generator, and thus more reliable, than
the previous estimate.
The principle of the double tagging technique is described in the next section. The most important
features of the OPAL detector relevant to the analysis are described in Section 3. Section 4 reviews
the event samples used, both from data and from simulation. The methods of tagging bb events using
3

leptons or secondary vertices are discussed in Section 5. The e ect of the tagging eciency correlation
is discussed in Section 6. Section 7 presents the result of the Rb measurement. The estimation of the
systematic errors on the measurement is described in Section 8.

2 Analysis Method
Each hadronic Z0 decay event is divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis. A hemisphere is said to be tagged if it is selected by either of the two b-tagging methods, lepton
tagging and vertex tagging, which are described in Section 5. The number of tagged hemispheres, Nt,
and the number of events with two tagged hemispheres, Ntt, are counted in a sample of Nhad hadronic
events. Assuming no correlation between the tagging eciencies of the two hemispheres in a given
event (apart from the underlying avour dependence), and assuming equal tagging probabilities for uu,
dd and ss events, the numbers Nt and Ntt can be expressed as
n
o
Nt = 2Nhad "b Rb + "c Rc + "uds(1 Rb Rc) ;
(1)
n b2
o
Ntt = Nhad (" ) Rb + ("c )2Rc + ("uds)2(1 Rb Rc) ;
(2)
where "b , "c and "uds are the tagging eciencies for hemispheres in bb, cc and other avours of events,
respectively.
The tagging methods are designed to ensure that the eciency "b for bb events is much larger
than the eciencies "c and "uds for light quark events. Neglecting the contribution from light quark
events, the cross-section ratio Rb and the eciency "b are obtained approximately by
2
Rb  4NNNt ;
(3)
tt had
"b  2NNtt :
(4)
t

Whereas "b can be obtained from the data themselves, the tagging probabilities "c and "uds have
to be estimated with Monte Carlo simulation, which introduces systematic uncertainties. Since the
contribution from light quarks gives only a small correction to the measurement, the systematic error
from this method is small compared with measurements that rely on Monte Carlo simulation for
predicting the bottom quark eciency "b .
Equations (1) and (2) assume that the tagging eciencies of the two hemispheres in an event
are correlated only through the avour of the primary quark pair. This assumption is not strictly
valid, as there is a small eciency correlation between hemispheres of a given avour for physical and
instrumental reasons. The e ect of this eciency correlation can be included by modifying equation (2)
as
n
o
Ntt = Nhad Cb("b)2 Rb + Cc("c )2 Rc + Cuds("uds)2 (1 Rb Rc) ;
(5)
where Cb, Cc and Cuds are the correlation factors for bb, cc and other avours of events, respectively.
A correlation factor of greater (less) than unity means a positive (negative) correlation. Correlations
in light avour events have a negligible e ect because the double-tagging eciencies for these events
are very small; the correlation factors are therefore set to
Cc = Cuds = 1
(6)
in this analysis. The approximate solution for Rb becomes
2
Rb  4NCbNNt ;
(7)
tt had
4

i.e. the result is proportional to the correlation factor Cb. An accurate knowledge of Cb is therefore
vital for this measurement.

3 The OPAL Detector
The OPAL detector has been described in Reference [4], and only the components important for this
analysis are reviewed here. The OPAL coordinate system is a right-handed orthonormal system with
its origin at the geometrical centre of the detector. The positive z axis lies along the electron beam
direction and  and  are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. The x direction points towards
the centre of the LEP ring and the y direction points upwards.
The central tracking detectors consist of a silicon microvertex detector, a precision vertex drift
chamber, a large volume jet chamber, and thin surrounding z -chambers. The silicon microvertex
detectors [5, 6] relevant to the data used in this analysis consisted of two layers of silicon microstrip
detectors, one at a radius of 6.1cm with an angular coverage of j cos  j < 0:83 and one at a radius
of 7.5 cm with an angular coverage of j cos  j < 0:77. The microvertex detector can provide two
measurements of the  position for each track with an e ective positional resolution of about 10 m.
The silicon microvertex detector was upgraded [6] before the 1993 data-taking to provide in addition
up to two measurements of the z position of each track, but only the  information was used for this
analysis. When combined with angle and curvature information provided by the other central detector
components, the r- impact parameter resolution for Z0 ! +  and Z0 ! e+ e events is 18 m.
The vertex detector is a high resolution drift chamber with axial and stereo wires. The jet chamber,
approximately 4 m long and 3.7m in diameter, provides up to 159 space points per track, and measures
the ionization energy loss of charged particles [7]. The z coordinates of jet chamber hits are determined
using charge division. The precision of the determination of track polar angles is improved by the
z -chambers, which provide up to six measurements of the z coordinate on each track. The whole
central tracking detector is surrounded by a solenoidal coil which provides a uniform magnetic eld
of 0.435T. For the combined central detector, the resolution
in the bending
q 2(p ) of the momentum
plane of the magnetic eld is given by  (p )=p = (0:02) + (0:0015p )2 for p in GeV=c. The
average resolution of the azimuthal track angle is 0.25mrad. The polar angle resolution varies from
2 mrad for tracks with z -chamber hits to 20 mrad for tracks without them. In multihadronic events,
the ionization energy loss measurement has a resolution of 3.5% for tracks with 159 samples.
A lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter surrounds the magnet coil. The calorimeter is divided
into a cylindrical barrel, covering the polar angle range j cos  j < 0:82, and annular endcaps, covering
the range 0:81 < j cos  j < 0:98. The barrel calorimeter consists of 9440 lead-glass blocks arranged in
a nearly projective geometry. The energy resolution  of the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter is
approximately  =E ' 2:3% for beam-momentum electrons from e+ e ! e+ e events. The resolution
on the ratio of the energy to momentum for electrons with energies between 2 and 3 GeV has been
measured to be  (E=p)  10:5% using e+ e ! e+ e events.
Outside the electromagnetic calorimeter lies the iron return yoke of the magnet, instrumented
with streamer tubes as a hadron calorimeter. The muon detectors are placed outside the hadron
calorimeter. In total at least 7, and in most regions 8, absorption lengths of material lie between the
interaction point and the muon detectors. Muons with momenta above 3 GeV=c usually penetrate to
the muon detectors. The chambers are constructed as two di erent detector subsystems in the barrel
and endcap parts of the detector. The muon barrel detector covers the polar angle range j cos  j < 0:7.
It has a cylindrical geometry, composed of four layers of planar chambers staggered to resolve left-right
ambiguities. The chambers provide coordinate measurements with an accuracy of 1.5 mm in r-, and
2 mm in z . The muon endcap detector covers the polar angle range 0:67 < j cos  j < 0:98. It consists
of two separated planes of limited streamer tube arrays at each end of the OPAL detector. Resolutions
xy

xy

xy

xy

E

E
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xy

of 1{3 mm are obtained on the x and y coordinates of hits using the sharing of charge between strips,
and the z coordinate is obtained from the surveyed positions of the chambers.

4 Hadronic Event Selection
The data used for this analysis were collected from e+ e collisions at LEP during 1992, 1993 and
1994, with centre-of-mass energy at and around the peak of the Z0 resonance. Hadronic Z0 events
were selected using an algorithm described in Reference [8], additionally requiring that there be at
least seven charged tracks in each event. The hadronic Z0 event selection eciency is (98:1  0:5)%,
with a background of less than 0.1%.
The thrust value and the direction of the thrust axis of each hadronic event were calculated using
charged tracks together with electromagnetic clusters with no associated tracks. Two additional cuts
were applied to each event: the thrust value, T , must be at least 0.8, and the polar angle of the thrust
axis, thrust, must satisfy j cos thrustj < 0:7. These cuts were designed to ensure good de nition of the
thrust direction and to match the acceptance of the silicon microvertex detector.
A total of 1 517 282 hadronic events passed the event selection. The data samples collected in
di erent years were analysed independently because the tagging eciencies were expected to be slightly
di erent due to small variations in the detector performance. The data collected in 1994 were all taken
at centre-of-mass energies, Ecm, very close to the peak of the Z0 resonance, and account for 51% of
the data sample. The data taken in 1993 at energies above or below the peak of the resonance have
been included, as in the previously published analysis, since they are expected to have almost the
same bb fraction and tagging eciency. Of the total, 3.2% of the hadronic events were recorded at
Ecm = 89:45 GeV, and 4.7% at Ecm = 93:04 GeV, where the values of Rb calculated by ZFITTER [3]
are lower than the value at the Z0 peak by 0:00075 and 0:00040, respectively. The impact of
including these o -peak data samples is therefore to reduce the measured value of Rb by 0:00004.
This correction is not applied to the measurement of Rb presented here.
The background in the event selection is dominated by e+ e !  +  events, which constitute
about 0:065% of the selected events. These background events have a very low probability of being
tagged as bb candidates. Their e ect on the Rb measurement is therefore to increase the total number
of events by 0:065%, thereby decreasing the measured value of Rb by the same fraction.
The event selection was designed to have the same acceptance for any quark avour. There is,
however, a small avour bias caused by the charged track multiplicity requirement: bottom quark
events have a higher average multiplicity, and hence a higher eciency, than the other avours. This
avour bias increases the value of Rb in the selected event sample relatively by 0:32%. Combined
with the e ect of the tau-pair background, a relative correction of ( 0:25  0:15)% has to be applied
to the measured value of Rb , where the error is due to the uncertainty in the simulation of the track
multiplicity distribution and to Monte Carlo statistics.
Charged tracks and electromagnetic calorimeter clusters with no associated track were combined
into jets using the JADE algorithm [9] with the E0 recombination scheme [10]. The invariant masssquared cut-o was set to xmin = 49 (GeV=c2)2. The transverse momentum, p , of each track was
de ned relative to the axis of the jet containing it, where the jet axis was calculated including the
momentum of the track.
Monte Carlo simulated events were used for evaluating backgrounds, acceptances for light quark
events, and eciency correlations between the two hemispheres of an event. Hadronic events were
simulated with the JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo event generator [11] in conjunction with a program
that modelled the response of the OPAL detector [12]. All simulated events were generated with a
centre-of-mass energy corresponding to the Z0 resonance. The tagging eciencies predicted by the
t
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simulation were corrected for the known changes in the con guration and operating condition of the
OPAL detector during the data-taking period.
The parameters used in JETSET were optimised by OPAL [13]. The fragmentation function of
Peterson et al. [14] was used to describe the fragmentation of b and c quarks. The tagging probabilities
for light-quark events, "c and "uds , are sensitive to the following input parameters:









the average semileptonic branching fractions for the charmed hadrons,
the momentum spectra of the leptons in the rest frame of the decaying charmed hadrons,
the production fractions of the weakly decaying charmed hadrons in cc events,
the lifetimes of the charmed hadrons,
the average charged decay multiplicities of the charmed hadrons,
the production rates of b and c quarks via gluon splitting, and
the production rates of K0 's and hyperons.

These parameters were tuned in the JETSET Monte Carlo to re ect the most up-to-date measurements. The central values of the parameters and their uncertainties used in evaluating the systematic
error are given in Section 8.

5 b Tagging
For each multihadronic event, two methods of tagging bb events were applied independently to each
of the two hemispheres: lepton tagging and vertex tagging. The vertex tag carries a greater weight in
the analysis, having both higher b tagging eciency and smaller background than the lepton tag.

5.1 Lepton Tagging
Leptons with high momentum, p, and a large momentum component transverse to the jet axis, p , are
expected to come mainly from semileptonic decays of b hadrons, because of the hard fragmentation
and the large mass of the b quark. Electrons with p > 2 GeV=c and p > 1:1 GeV=c, and muons with
p > 3 GeV=c and p > 1:2 GeV=c were used in this analysis to tag bb event candidates, and were
identi ed using the algorithms described in References [15] and [16], respectively.
Electron candidates were selected in the barrel region of the detector, j cos  j < 0:715. Identi cation
of electrons relies on the ionisation energy loss, dE=dx, measured in the tracking chamber and on the
total absorption of the energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Candidates were rejected if they
were consistent with coming from a photon conversion when paired with an oppositely charged track
in the same event. The expected identi cation eciency for electrons from decays of bottom hadrons
in the kinematical acceptance is about 68%.
A total of 19555 hemispheres were tagged by electrons after the photon conversion rejection. The
number of electrons coming from photon conversions which escaped the rejection was estimated to be
382  143 based on the performance of the rejection algorithm predicted by the Monte Carlo. The
hadronic background in the sample was estimated to be 1647  153 candidates using the distribution
of the identifying variables measured in the data. The methods used for estimating these backgrounds
and their systematic errors are described in more detail in Reference [15].
t

t
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Muon candidates were selected in a polar angle range j cos  j < 0:9. Identi cation of muons
relied on their ability to penetrate material. Track segments reconstructed in the four-layer external
muon chambers were matched to the tracks extrapolated from the central tracking detectors. The
presence of a matching segment and the quality of the positional match were used to identify muons.
The measured dE=dx was also required to be consistent with a muon. The expected identi cation
eciency for muons from decays of bottom hadrons in the kinematical acceptance is about 75%.
A total of 22248 hemispheres containing muon candidates were found in the data. The background
in the selected muon sample was estimated to be 2577  220 candidates using the misidenti cation
probability predicted by the Monte Carlo. A detailed description of the systematic error estimation
can be found in Reference [16].

5.2 Vertex Tagging
Hadronic Z0 decays into bottom quarks can be enriched by taking advantage of the relatively long
(1.5 ps) lifetimes of bottom hadrons. In this analysis, the detection of secondary vertices signi cantly
separated from the primary vertex was adopted to exploit this long lifetime.
The primary vertex for each event was reconstructed by tting all good tracks in the event to
a common point in the x-y plane, incorporating a constraint from the average beam spot position
and uncertainty derived from the data. The typical size of the beam spot observed by the detector,
including the uncertainty due to the detector resolution, is 100{150 m in x and 5{20 m in y depending
on the data-taking period. Tracks with a large 2 contribution to the t were removed one by one,
until all remaining tracks contributed less than 4 to the 2 . In about 0.1% of the events, no tracks
remained after this procedure, in which case the average beam spot position was used as the primary
vertex.
For each jet, a secondary vertex was sought by tting the charged tracks passing a set of track
quality criteria to a common point in the x-y plane. Each track used in the t was required to have a
momentum greater than 500 MeV=c, a distance of closest approach jd0j in the x-y plane to the primary
vertex smaller than 0:3 cm, and an error  0 smaller than 0:1 cm. Tracks with a large 2 contribution
to the t were removed one by one, until all remaining tracks contributed less than 4 to the 2 . In a
b jet, because of the large average track multiplicity of b hadron decays and the hard fragmentation
of the b quark, the tracks retained by the algorithm are more likely to be those from the b hadron
decay. At least four tracks were required to remain in the t for the secondary vertex nding to be
successful for the jet.
The vertex decay length L was de ned as the distance of the secondary vertex from the primary
vertex in the plane transverse to the beam direction, constrained by the direction of the total momentum vector of the tracks assigned to the secondary vertex. The total vertex momentum vector was
also used to determine the sign of the decay length; L> 0 if the secondary vertex was displaced from
the primary vertex in the same direction as the total momentum, and L< 0 otherwise.
Each event hemisphere was assigned a forward and/or a backward vertex tag based on the signed
decay length signi cance, de ned as the signed decay length L divided by its error  , of the secondary
vertices it contained. Hemispheres containing a secondary vertex with L= > 8 are forward tagged,
and those with a secondary vertex with L= < 8 are backward tagged. Forward tags enrich the bb
fraction of the sample, while the backward tags were used to control the systematics associated with
the detector resolution.
The decay length signi cance L= is an inherently symmetric variable: its distribution should be
symmetric about L= = 0 if there are no particles with detectable lifetime. For light quark events,
any change in the detector resolution is expected to increase or decrease the fractions of forward and
backward tags by similar amounts, but their di erence will be relatively insensitive to such a change.
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Equations (1) and (5) can be modi ed, or folded, so that they contain only the di erence between the
forward and the backward tagging eciencies:

n

o

Nv Nv = 2Nhad ("bv "bv)Rb + ("cv "cv )Rc + ("uds
"uds
(8)
v
v )(1 Rb Rc) ;
n b b2
o
2
Nvv + Nvv = Nhad Cb("v "v ) Rb + ("cv "cv )2Rc + ("uds
"uds
v
v ) (1 Rb Rc ) ; (9)

Nvv

where the ve quantities on the left-hand side are







Nv the number of forward tagged hemispheres,
Nv the number of backward tagged hemispheres,
Nvv the number of events for which both hemispheres receive a forward tag,
Nvv the number of events for which both hemispheres receive a backward tag,
Nvv the number of events for which one hemisphere receives a forward tag and the other a
backward tag.

The eciencies "bv , "cv and "uds
v are de ned as the probabilities of obtaining a forward vertex tag
in a hemisphere in bb, cc and other light quark events, respectively, and "vb , "cv and "vuds are the
corresponding probabilities for a backward vertex tag. The folded double tagging measurement can then
be carried out following a similar procedure to that given in Section 2, except that now equations (8)
and (9) are solved for the two unknowns ("bv "vb ) and Rb. In place of the light avour tagging
eciencies "c and "uds, the di erences of the forward and backward tagging probabilities ("cv "vc )
and ("uds
"vuds) need to be estimated from Monte Carlo simulation. This results in a measurement
v
more robust against the uncertainty in the detector resolution. We note that, in practice, the backward
eciency for bb events, "bv , is much smaller than the forward eciency "bv so that ("bv "vb ) is nearly
equal to "bv .
Figure 1(a) shows the inclusive L= distribution for secondary vertices reconstructed in the 1994
data sample, and in Monte Carlo events. Vertices with large positive values of L= are dominantly
produced in bb events. The Monte Carlo provides a good description of the data in this region, though
this is not essential for this analysis because the b quark tagging eciency is measured from the data.
Di erences between data and Monte Carlo are seen in the region around L= = 0 and in the
backward half (L= < 0) of the decay length distribution. These di erences are due largely to
an over-optimistic simulation of the detector resolution and hit-association probabilities for charged
tracks. The resolution in the Monte Carlo was therefore degraded in order to improve the agreement
between data and Monte Carlo. This was done by applying a single multiplicative scaling factor, , to
the di erence between the reconstructed and true track impact parameters and  angle measurements.
The L= distribution using a scaling factor = 1:1 is shown in Figure 1(b) and is seen to give a
much improved description of the data.
Figure 2 shows the dependence on the resolution scaling factor of the fractions fv (fv ) of hemispheres in the Monte Carlo containing a forward (backward) vertex tag. The horizontal bands indicate
the tagging fractions measured in the 1994 data, with their associated statistical errors. The backward
tagging fraction fv is primarily determined by the resolution of the detector, and agreement of this
quantity between data and Monte Carlo can be used to determine the value of . A central value
= 1:1 was used for this analysis, and a variation from = 1:0 (i.e. no resolution degradation)
to = 1:4 was used to estimate the systematic error due to uncertainties in the modelling of the
detector resolution. The resulting systematic error on the measured value of Rb will be discussed in
L
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Section 8. The central value of the resolution scaling factor needed here, i.e. = 1:1, is smaller than
the value = 1:4 used in the previously published measurement [2], mainly due to improvements in
the simulation of the jet and vertex drift chamber resolutions in the Monte Carlo.
uds
The forward and backward tagging eciencies, "uds
v and "v , and their di erence for Monte Carlo
Z0 ! uu; dd; ss events are shown in Figure 3 as a function of the scaling factor . A similar plot for
the charm tagging eciencies is shown in Figure 4. In both cases, the forward and backward tagging
eciencies rise signi cantly as the resolution in the Monte Carlo is degraded, but the folded tagging
eciencies remain rather stable. The sensitivity of the predicted tagging eciencies to the modelling
of the silicon microvertex hit association eciency and alignment precision was also studied in the
Monte Carlo, by varying the fraction of tracks with associated silicon hits and by changing the radial
positions of the silicon ladders. In each case, the folded tagging eciencies "uds
"vuds and "cv "cv
v
were found to be insensitive to these variations.
After correcting for a known di erence in the coverage of the silicon microvertex detector, the
fraction of hemispheres tagged by a forward vertex was found to be (0:10  0:03)% higher in the
1994 data than in the earlier data samples (a relative increase of 2:2%). This change is attributed to
improvements in the quality of the detector calibration and alignment in the later data. For example,
the fraction of tracks with at least one associated silicon microvertex hit was 1:0% higher in the 1994
data, while the fraction of tracks with associated vertex chamber hits was 1:8% higher. The change in
the forward tagging eciency predicted by the Monte Carlo as the resolution scaling factor was varied
between = 1:0 and = 1:4, shown in Figure 2, is larger than the di erence observed between the
1994 and earlier data samples. No signi cant change in the fraction of hemispheres with a backward
vertex tag is observed for the di erent years of data taking, whereas from Figure 2, a slight decrease in
the backward tagging fraction might be expected for the later data. Within the statistical precision,
however, the behaviour of the backward tagging fraction in the data is consistent with that observed
in the Monte Carlo by varying the scaling factor . The range of uncertainty allowed in the scaling
factor is therefore sucient to cover the uncertainty due to the detector calibration and alignment.
The fraction of double-tagged events, where both hemispheres contain a forward vertex tag, was
also found to be higher in the 1994 data. The measured values of Rb , given approximately by equation (3), were found to be consistent for the 1992, 1993 and 1994 data samples. No signi cant variation
was observed for di erent periods of data taking within each year of data. The dependence of the
Rb measurement on the spatial ( and ) direction of the event thrust axis was also studied, and no
signi cant variations were observed.
It is important to note that the vertex tagging algorithm adopted in this analysis has been chosen
because it is relatively insensitive to the resolution with which the primary vertex is reconstructed.
The primary vertex is used only in the calculation of the decay length L; the secondary vertex nding
is carried out completely independently of the primary vertex, apart from the loose requirement on
jd0j of the tracks used. The primary vertex has an average error of about 40 m along the direction
of the event thrust axis, while the typical error  on the decay length L for b hadrons near the
forward-tag threshold (L= = 8) is about 300 m. The measured decay length signi cance, and
thus the vertex tagging eciency, is therefore only weakly a ected by the resolution of the primary
vertex reconstruction. This keeps the eciency correlation between the two hemispheres of an event,
and its uncertainty, small, as will be shown in Section 6.1. It is possible to achieve a better bquark eciency and better light-quark rejection by using tagging algorithms that rely more heavily
on the primary vertex. Such algorithms, however, would potentially introduce a strong hemispherehemisphere eciency correlation through the primary vertex shared by both hemispheres.
L
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6 Eciency Correlation
The assumption that the hemisphere tagging probabilities for the two hemispheres of an event are
correlated only through the avour of the initial quark pair is not perfectly correct. Hemisphere
eciency correlations can arise from the following three origins: (1) correlations coming from the
determination of the primary vertex, (2) kinematical correlations due to nal state QCD radiation,
and (3) geometrical correlations due to detector non-uniformities.
The eciency correlation, Cb, can be obtained from simulated bb events by measuring the ratio of
the double-tagging probability to the square of the hemisphere tagging probability. The accuracy of
such an estimate is limited by the statistics of the Monte Carlo sample as well as by any inadequacy of
the simulation. Therefore, in this measurement, an alternative approach to estimating the correlation
was used. The hemisphere eciency correlation was divided into contributions from the three origins
above, which were estimated separately either from the data or using the Monte Carlo simulation.
Where possible, distributions of the variables that are related to the origin of the correlation were
compared between the real and simulated data to estimate the systematic error. In cases where no
such comparison is possible, systematic errors were assessed by varying the input parameters to which
the Monte Carlo simulation is expected to be sensitive. The total correlation was obtained by adding
up the separate contributions. Possible interdependences between di erent origins of correlation were
considered and included in the systematic errors. The validity of the procedure was tested using a
large sample of Monte Carlo bb events generated using a fast detector simulation.
The hemisphere eciency correlation values quoted in this section refer to the combined tag, which
requires either a secondary vertex or a lepton in an event hemisphere to be tagged. The eciency
correlation for the lepton and vertex tags separately has also been evaluated and will be summarised
below in Table 1.

6.1 Primary Vertex Correlation
The position of the primary vertex is determined in each event by tting the tracks in the whole event
to a common point, with an additional constraint derived from the knowledge of the LEP beam spot.
The primary vertex position and its error are used for vertex tagging in both hemispheres and hence
can be a source of eciency correlation.
Since the majority of bb events have two b hadrons directed approximately back-to-back along
the direction of the event thrust axis, any displacement of the measured primary vertex from the
true position causes negatively correlated changes in the measured decay lengths in the two event
hemispheres. In addition, the size of the estimated error of the vertex position, which varies from
event to event, contributes to the measurement error on the decay length in both hemispheres, giving
a positive correlation. The size of the correlation expected from this naive picture is, however, very
small (jCb 1j < 0:1%) because the tagging eciency depends only weakly on the primary vertex
position and error as discussed in Section 5.2.
An eciency correlation in fact arises mainly because the primary vertex tting may also include
tracks coming from b hadron decays. This makes the primary vertex position biased towards the
direction of ight of the b hadron, and also reduces the estimated error from the primary vertex
tting because a larger number of tracks are used. The position bias and the reduction of the error
occur especially when the true b hadron decay length is short, i.e. when the tagging eciency in the
hemisphere is low. At the same time, both e ects tend to increase the tagging eciency in the other
hemisphere; thus the position and error both give rise to negative eciency correlations.
The e ect of the primary vertex reconstruction can be isolated in the Monte Carlo by replacing
the measured primary vertex position with the true one, and reducing the measurement error to zero.
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The size of the correlation was estimated in a sample of 1 million Monte Carlo bb events by evaluating
the change in the value of the overall correlation when the primary vertex was modi ed in this way.
This gave Cb 1 = ( 0:47  0:13)% for the combined tag requiring either a secondary vertex or a
lepton in an event hemisphere, where the error is due to the Monte Carlo statistics.
The correlation prediction relies on a good knowledge of the detector tracking resolution, the LEP
beam spot size, the b quark fragmentation, the b hadron lifetimes and the charged decay multiplicities.
The systematic error was estimated by varying each of these inputs as follows:

Detector Resolution: The resolution of the detector was varied in the Monte Carlo using the

method discussed in Section 5.2. No systematic trend was observed for variations of the scaling
factor within the range 1:0{1:4. The largest di erence observed in Cb 1, 0:14%, was taken
as the systematic error.
Beam spot size: The average size of the LEP beam spot varied between the data taking periods;
for example, the r.m.s. spread of the beam spot in the horizontal plane was about 100 m in
1992 and about 150 m in 1993. The beam spot size was e ectively varied in the Monte Carlo
so that the range of the variation covers the beam spot sizes measured in all data samples used
in this analysis. This was achieved by varying the position and the uncertainty of the beam spot
constraint used in the primary vertex tting for each event. A systematic variation of 0:06%
was observed in Cb 1 as the horizontal beam spot size was varied between 100 m and 160 m.
The e ect on Cb 1 of varying the vertical beam spot size was found to be less than 0.01% and
was neglected.
Bottom quark fragmentation: The b quark fragmentation was varied by applying a weight to
each simulated event using the fragmentation function of Peterson et al. [14] so that the average
scaled energy of the weakly-decaying b hadron, hx ib , changed by 0:008. The range of the
variation re ects the accuracy of hx ib measured by LEP experiments [15,17]. The observed
variation in Cb 1, 0:03%, was taken as the systematic error.
Bottom hadron lifetime: The lifetimes of the b hadrons were varied simultaneously by 0:05 ps
using a weighting method. The size of the variation was chosen to be larger than the accuracy
of the world average [18] to allow for the uncertainty due to di erent eciencies for di erent b
hadron species. The observed variation in Cb 1 was smaller than the uncertainty due to the
Monte Carlo statistics, 0:01%, and the latter was taken as the systematic error.
Bottom charged decay multiplicity: The average charged decay multiplicity of the b hadrons was
varied by 0:35 using a weighting method. The size of the variation re ects the accuracy of the
measurements by OPAL [19] and DELPHI [20]. The observed variation in Cb 1, 0:04%, was
taken as the systematic error.
E

E

Adding these errors and the Monte Carlo statistical error in quadrature, Cb 1 = ( 0:47  0:21)%
was obtained as the estimated correlation due to the primary vertex reconstruction.

6.2 Kinematical Correlation
The hadronic decay of a Z0 may produce one or more gluons carrying a substantial amount of energy.
In such an event, there is less energy available for the primary quark pair, thus resulting in smaller
chances of the b and b hemispheres being tagged by high momentum leptons or by displaced vertices.
A positive correlation is expected from this e ect. In addition, in the presence of hard gluon jets, the
b and b can be produced in the same event hemisphere, which will be seen to lead to a small e ective
negative correlation.
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6.2.1 Same-hemisphere events
The JETSET Monte Carlo predicts that 1.21% of bb events passing the event selection have both
bottom hadrons in one thrust hemisphere. These same-hemisphere bb events represent only 0.66% of
all tagged hemispheres because of the lower tagging eciency of such events. As these events contribute
to only 0.02% of the double-tagged event sample, they e ectively decrease the double-tagging eciency
by (1:21 0:02)% and the single-tagging eciency by (1:21 0:66)%. The correlation factor Cb is given
by dividing the double-tagging eciency by the single-tagging eciency squared, and these eciency
changes therefore introduce a hemisphere correlation of approximately

Cb 1 = (1:21 0:02)% + 2(1:21 0:66)% = ( 0:09  0:04)%;
where the error is due to Monte Carlo statistics. The size of the e ect was found to be stable to
within 0:02% by using true primary vertices in place of measured ones, and extending the de nition
of same-hemisphere events by allowing b hadrons near the hemisphere boundary to belong to both
sides of the event.
The rate of same-hemisphere events was compared between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation by looking for events with two vertex-tagged jets in one hemisphere. A loose vertex tag requiring
the decay length signi cance L= > 4 was used to improve the statistics of the test. Approximately
30% of such double-tagged hemispheres come from real same-hemisphere bb events, about 60% from
normal bb events with a misreconstructed vertex, and 10% from light quark events. These contributions can be statistically separated using the three-dimensional angle, 'vv , between the momentum
vectors of the two vertices. The signal has a broad 'vv distribution, as shown in Figure 5, while the
backgrounds are concentrated near 'vv = 0. The 'vv distribution obtained from the data was tted
to the sum of the Monte Carlo distributions for the three components, allowing the normalisations to
vary. The t was repeated with and without the requirement that the events pass the thrust value
cut (T > 0:8). Removing the thrust value cut increases the number of same-hemisphere events signi cantly, thereby making a more sensitive test of the e ect. The rate of double-tagged hemispheres
from same-hemisphere bb events obtained from the t was found to be consistent with the Monte
Carlo prediction within an uncertainty of 11%. Varying the rate of same-hemisphere bb events and
the tagging eciency for them independently by 11% in the Monte Carlo resulted in a systematic
uncertainty of 0:15% on the predicted value of Cb. Including the Monte Carlo statistical error, the
e ect of the same-hemisphere bb events was estimated to be Cb 1 = ( 0:09  0:16)%.
L

6.2.2 Momentum correlations
After removing same-hemisphere events, each hemisphere of a bb event contains one b hadron. The
tagging eciency "b for the hemisphere is a strong function of the momentum of the b hadron pB,
and the correlation of the two b hadron momenta, pB and pB , produces an eciency correlation. The
size of the b hadron momentum correlation in a Monte Carlo sample can be characterised by
hp p i
C B  hp BihpB i ;
(10)
B B
p

where the average is calculated over all events in the sample. Using the tagging eciency "b obtained
from the Monte Carlo as a function of the bottom hadron momentum, the momentum correlation
leads to an eciency correlation
h"b(p )"b(p )i
Cb = h"b(p B)ih"b(pB )i :
(11)
B
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The JETSET Monte Carlo was found to predict a small positive b momentum correlation of C B 1 =
(+0:84  0:01)% which translated to an eciency correlation of Cb 1 = (+0:53  0:02)% for the
combined lepton and vertex tag, where the errors are due to the Monte Carlo statistics.
The tagging eciency for a bb event hemisphere in the Monte Carlo was found to depend not only
on the b hadron momentum in that hemisphere, as in equation (11), but also on the momentum of
the b hadron in the opposite hemisphere. The b tagging eciency is predicted to fall slightly as the b
hadron momentum in the opposite hemisphere increases, giving rise to a negative eciency correlation
component which must be added to the positive pB -pB correlation component of equation (11).
This additional source of eciency correlation was found to a ect the vertex tag only, arising as an
indirect consequence of the in uence of the fragmentation tracks around the b hadron on the vertex
tagging eciency. The eciency to reconstruct a secondary vertex in a b hemisphere depends primarily
on the production and decay properties of the b hadron, but also on the number of fragmentation
tracks in the hemisphere, Nfrag. Nfrag depends strongly on the momentum of the b hadron in the
same hemisphere, decreasing as the b hadron momentum increases since less energy is available for
the residual fragmentation of the b quark. In addition, however, Nfrag is found to depend on the
momentum of the b hadron in the opposite hemisphere. The net e ect of the fragmentation tracks is
therefore to introduce an indirect dependence of "b on the momentum of the b hadron in the other
hemisphere, pB. In evaluating the eciency correlation, Cb, the eciency "b in equation (11) must
therefore be parametrised as a function of both pB and pB :
p

h"b(p ; p )"b(p ; p )i
Cb = h"b(p B; p B)ih"b(pB ; pB )i :
B B

B B

(12)

This equation includes both the pB -pB correlation and the e ects of Nfrag. The latter can be estimated
by subtracting the correlation given by (11) from that given by (12).
Since the primary vertex resolution is strongly a ected by Nfrag, the correlation caused by Nfrag
and the correlation due to the primary vertex may be interdependent. Using Equation (12), the
Monte Carlo predicted Cb 1 = ( 0:03  0:04)% when the measured primary vertex was used, and
(+0:06  0:04)% with the true primary vertex. The latter is taken as the central value as it does not
include the primary vertex e ect, and the di erence, 0:09%, is included in the systematic error when
the total correlation is calculated. Subtracting the pB -pB e ect of (+0:53  0:02)%, which was found
to be insensitive to the choice of the primary vertex, leaves Cb 1 = ( 0:47  0:05)% for the size of
the Nfrag e ect.
The Monte Carlo predictions for the pB-pB correlation and the Nfrag e ect were tested using the
data. The momentum of the lepton or the total momentum of the tracks assigned to the secondary
vertex was studied for hemispheres with lepton or vertex tags, respectively, since these quantities
are reasonably correlated with the b hadron momentum. In addition, the number of tracks in the
hemisphere was used as an estimator of the number of fragmentation tracks. This is valid because
the number of tracks from the b hadron decay, i.e. the di erence between the number of tracks in a
hemisphere and the number of fragmentation tracks, cannot be a ected by pB , the momentum of the
other b hadron.
The thresholds for the tags were chosen to maximise the statistical signi cance of the test, while
keeping the e ect of the light-quark background negligible. For the lepton tag, electrons or muons
with transverse momenta greater than 0:8 GeV=c were accepted. For the vertex tag, the decay length
signi cance L= was required to be larger than 4. Four measurements were performed on the data
and on the Monte Carlo to test the two types of correlations:
L

 The pB-pB correlation was tested by measuring
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{ the correlation between the momenta of the vertices in events with two vertex tags, and
{ the correlation between the lepton momentum and the vertex momentum in events with

lepton and vertex tags in the opposite hemispheres;
 The Nfrag e ect was tested by measuring
{ the dependence of the average hemisphere track multiplicity on the momentum of the vertex
in the other hemisphere, and
{ the dependence of the average hemisphere track multiplicity on the momentum of the lepton
in the other hemisphere.

From these tests, the sizes of the pB -pB correlation and the correlation due to the Nfrag e ect were
found to be consistent between the data and the JETSET Monte Carlo, within large statistical uncertainties of 40% each. The e ects on these comparisons of the light- avour background and the
same-hemisphere bb events were negligible according to the Monte Carlo. Allowing 40% relative
uncertainties on the values predicted by the Monte Carlo, the pB -pB and Nfrag correlations in the data
were estimated to be Cb 1 = (+0:53  0:21)% and ( 0:47  0:19)%, respectively. The quoted errors
also include the Monte Carlo statistics.
In total, the kinematical correlation was estimated to be Cb 1 = ( 0:03  0:33)%, where the
error comes mainly from the statistical precision of the comparisons between the data and the Monte
Carlo.

6.3 Geometrical Correlation
The two bottom hadrons in a bb event tend to be produced back-to-back, and their decay products
are therefore likely to hit geometrically opposite parts of the detector. This introduces an eciency
correlation if the eciency of the detector is not spatially uniform. This type of correlation can be
estimated by measuring the hemisphere tagging probability in the data as a function of the thrust
axis direction as
+
Cb = hf4+hf(;(;) +)ff ((;;))ii2 ;
(13)
where f + (f ) is the fraction of hemispheres in the +z ( z ) direction that are tagged, and the averages
are taken over the full solid angle acceptance. The actual estimation was carried out in small bins of
j cos  j and . The e ect of statistical uctuations in the measurement of f was assessed by a Monte
Carlo technique. The size of the correlation e ect, Cb 1, was measured to be (+0:44  0:13)%,
(+0:57  0:13)% and (+0:44  0:06)% in the 1992, 1993 and 1994 data, respectively, where the errors
are due to the data statistics. The e ect of the light- avour background on these estimates was checked
using the Monte Carlo and found to be negligible.
An interdependence might be expected between the geometrical correlation and the primary vertex correlation because the LEP beam spot size, and hence the primary vertex resolution, di ers
signi cantly between the vertical and the horizontal directions. This -asymmetry causes a small geometrical correlation which has already been included in the estimate of the primary vertex correlation.
The size of this e ect was evaluated in the Monte Carlo by comparing the geometrical correlations
obtained using the measured and the true primary vertices. The di erence was found to be negligibly
small ( 0:01%).
An interdependence might arise also between the geometrical correlation and the kinematical
correlation, since, in the presence of nal state QCD radiation, the two b hadrons in the event may no
longer be produced approximately back-to-back and can be directed into regions of the detector with
di erent b tagging eciency. This was studied in Monte Carlo events by estimating the geometrical
15

Tag Lepton Vertex Mixed Combined
Primary vertex
0:00% 0:95% 0:00%
0:47%
0:49% +0:05% 0:41%
0:03%
Kinematical
Geometrical: 1992 +1:56% +0:38% +0:34%
+0:44%
1993 +1:62% +0:65% +0:33%
+0:57%
1994 +0:95% +0:39% +0:43%
+0:44%
Total:
1992 +1:07% 0:52% 0:07%
0:06%
1993 +1:13% 0:25% 0:08%
+0:07%
0:06%
1994 +0:46% 0:51% 0:02%
Table 1: Hemisphere eciency correlation Cb 1 for each combination of tags. The `lepton' and
`vertex' columns show the correlation calculated using the corresponding tags only. The `mixed' column
shows the correlation between the eciencies of lepton and vertex tags in opposite hemispheres. The
`combined' column corresponds to the overall tag requiring either a lepton or a vertex in a hemisphere.
correlation using the true B hadron direction in place of the thrust axis direction, taking into account
also the momentum dependence of the b tagging eciency. The resulting change in the geometrical
correlation estimate, 0.08%, is included in the systematic error when the total correlation is calculated.

6.4 Total Correlation
A summary of the primary vertex, kinematical and geometrical correlation estimates discussed above
is given in Table 1. The correlations are given for the combined tag, requiring a lepton or a vertex in a
given hemisphere, and also for the three separate possible combinations of lepton and vertex tags. The
total correlation is obtained by summing the three separate components of the eciency correlation.
For the combined tag, the individual correlation components are small in magnitude (<0.6%), and
positive and negative contributions approximately cancel to leave a total correlation of size less than
0.1%.
It is important to ensure that correlations of di erent origin are independent of each other, so that
the estimated e ects correctly add up to the total correlation. Possible interdependences between the
primary vertex, kinematical and geometrical correlations were discussed in the previous subsections.
Signi cant interdependences were found only between the primary vertex and kinematic correlations,
through the number of fragmentation tracks, and between the kinematic and geometrical correlations,
and were included in the systematic error as described above.
It is also important to ensure that no signi cant correlation has been left out of the evaluation. To
test this, the eciency correlation estimated using the same methods as described above was compared
with the true correlation in a large ( 107 events) sample of simulated bb events. The sample was
generated using the same JETSET event generator but was processed by a fast simulation of the
OPAL detector. Only the tracking detectors were simulated; thus only the vertex tagging was used in
this test. Since we estimate the primary vertex correlation by measuring the di erence between the
total correlations obtained with measured and true primary vertices, the sum of the other components
must be compared with the total correlation obtained using the true primary vertex. The result is
shown in Figure 6. The true correlation agrees with the sum of the estimated components within
the statistical errors for all L= cut values above 2. The di erence at the nal cut of L= > 8
is ( 0:18  0:15)%, where the error is statistical. A systematic error of 0:18% was included in the
estimate of the total correlation.
The systematic errors on the estimated correlation for the combined tag are summarised in Table 2.
In total, the eciency correlation between the two hemispheres of a bb event is estimated to be
L
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Primary vertex: MC statistics
0:13%
Detector resolution
0:14%
LEP beam spot size
0:06%
b fragmentation
0:03%
0:01%
b lifetime
b decay multiplicity
0:04%
Kinematical:
Same-hemisphere events 0:16%
pB-pB correlation
0:21%
Nfrag e ect
0:19%
Geometrical:
Data statistics 1992
0:13%
1993
0:13%
1994
0:06%
Interdependence
0:12%
Method
0:18%
Total
1992
0:46%
0:46%
1993
1994
0:45%
Table 2: Systematic errors on the hemisphere eciency correlation Cb 1.

Cb 1 = ( 0:06  0:46)%, +(0:07  0:46)% and ( 0:06  0:45)% for the 1992, 1993 and 1994 data,
respectively. The errors are correlated between years except for those from the geometrical correlation,
which come from the data statistics.
In the previous publication [2], the total correlation was estimated as Cb 1 = (+0:59  0:32)%,
which di ers from the estimates given here for the 1992 and 1993 data by more than the quoted uncertainty. There are two main reasons for this di erence: rstly, the correlation through the primary
vertex was hidden by the Monte Carlo statistical error, and was underestimated in the previous publication; secondly, the e ect of fragmentation tracks in the kinematical correlation had not been found.
These problems have been overcome in the new estimates. The uncertainties in the new estimates are
dominated by the statistical errors in the comparisons between the real data and the Monte Carlo
simulation, while in the old estimate, di erent Monte Carlo generators were compared with each other
to estimate the systematic error. The possibility of interdependences between correlations of di erent
origin and the completeness of the method itself have now been tested more carefully, resulting in
small additional systematic errors. The new estimate of the correlation presented above, as well as its
systematic error, is therefore more reliable than the one quoted in [2].
As discussed in Section 2, the correlation factors Cc and Cuds for light avour events are set to
unity (see equation (6)). About 0.3% of double-tagged events arise from Z0 ! cc decays, while the
fraction of double-tagged events from Z0 ! uu; dd; ss decays is less than 0.01%. Even a hemisphere
eciency correlation as large as 10% in cc events would change Rb by only 0.00006, while eciency
correlations in uu, dd, and ss events have a negligible e ect.

7 Result
The numbers of tagged hemispheres and double-tagged events found in the sample of 1 517 282 selected
hadronic events are listed in Table 3. The symbols N denote the numbers of hemispheres tagged by i,
i
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1992
1993
1994
Number of events
Nhad
343 731 403 108 770 443
Tagged hemispheres N
8 455.2 9 975.9 18 661.3
Nv Nv
29 488
33 874
67 463
Na Nv
36 561.2 42 297.9 83 047.3
Double-tagged events N
186.6
246.9
454.4
Nvv Nvv + Nvv 2 645
2 994
6 024
Nv Nv
1 486.6 1 738.5 3 297.6
Naa Nav + Nvv
4 018.2 4 608.5 9 056.5
Table 3: Numbers of tagged hemispheres and double-tagged events in each year of the data. Background in the lepton samples has been subtracted. The numbers of hemispheres tagged by leptons,
N , is slightly smaller than the sum of the numbers of hemispheres tagged by electrons and muons
given in Section 5.1 because a small number of hemispheres that contain both electrons and muons
were counted only once.
`

``

`

`

`

Year
"c (%)
"uds (%)
1992 0:353  0:006 0:0113  0:0009
` 1993 0:349  0:006 0:0111  0:0009
1994 0:344  0:006 0:0109  0:0009
1992 1:025  0:011 0:0973  0:0040
v v 1993 0:992  0:011 0:0973  0:0040
1994 1:025  0:011 0:0973  0:0040
1992 1:374  0:012 0:1083  0:0041
a v 1993 1:337  0:012 0:1082  0:0041
1994 1:364  0:012 0:1080  0:0041
Table 4: Percentage hemisphere tagging probabilities for light quark events estimated from the Monte
Carlo for each year of the data. Errors are due to Monte Carlo statistics and are correlated between
years.
Tag

where

8 ` for either electrons or muons,
>><
for forward vertices,
i = > vv for
backward vertices,
>:

a for either leptons or forward vertices.
The symbols N denote the numbers of double-tagged events with one hemisphere tagged by i and the
other by j . The photon conversion and hadronic backgrounds to the identi ed lepton samples were
subtracted from the totals before solving for Rb and "b because they were determined inclusively for
the lepton-tagged samples. Incorrectly reconstructed vertices, on the other hand, are included in the
light quark hemisphere tagging probabilities "c and "uds, since they are estimated from Monte Carlo
separately for the di erent event avours.
The hemisphere tagging probabilities for light quark events, estimated using the Monte Carlo
events, are given in Table 4. The tagging probabilities vary slightly for each year of data because of
small di erences in the detector acceptance and performance. The Monte Carlo predicted no signi cant
di erence between the tagging probabilities for uu, dd and ss events. The e ect on Rb of treating
uu, dd and ss events together was estimated to be smaller than 10 6 . The predicted eciencies for b
quark events are not relevant for this analysis, since the b tagging eciencies are determined directly
ij
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"b

Rb

Tag
lepton
lepton (mixed)
vertex
vertex (mixed)
overall
lepton
vertex
mixed
overall

1992
0:0460  0:0035
0:0530  0:0014
0:1904  0:0033
0:1849  0:0047
0:2326  0:0032
0:2520  0:0188
0:2124  0:0037
0:2187  0:0054
0:2151  0:0030

1993
0:0516  0:0034
0:0540  0:0013
0:1871  0:0031
0:1831  0:0044
0:2303  0:0030
0:2265  0:0149
0:2118  0:0035
0:2163  0:0052
0:2144  0:0029

1994
0:0511  0:0024
0:0513  0:0009
0:1892  0:0022
0:1856  0:0031
0:2306  0:0021
0:2236  0:0105
0:2184  0:0025
0:2227  0:0037
0:2202  0:0020

Average
0:0501  0:0017
0:0524  0:0007
0:1889  0:0016
0:1848  0:0022
0:2310  0:0015
0:2308  0:0079
0:2152  0:0018
0:2201  0:0026
0:2175  0:0014

Table 5: Values of Rb and "b after correlation correction. The eciencies marked `mixed' were
obtained from the mixed-tagged events. Only statistical errors are included.
from the data.
Table 5 summarises the values of Rb and the b hemisphere tagging eciency, "b , obtained by solving
Equations (1) and (5). The measurements labelled `lepton' and `vertex' are statistically independent
measurements obtained using lepton tags (N and N ) or vertex tags (Nv Nv and Nvv Nvv + Nvv)
alone. Events with one hemisphere tagged by a lepton and the other by a vertex, referred to as `mixed'
events, provide a third measurement of Rb . In this case, the combination of N , Nv Nv and N v N v
is used to determine the three unknowns Rb, "b and "bv "bv . Finally, the overall result is given by
the combination of Na Nv and Naa Nav + Nvv, and includes all the statistics of the above three
combinations. The values of Rb obtained from the lepton, vertex and mixed tags for the di erent
years of data taking agree with each other at a 2 value of 10.9 for 8 degrees of freedom.
The Rb and "b values in Table 5 have been corrected for the e ects of the e+ e !  +  background, for the avour-bias introduced by the event selection, and for the e ect of the hemisphere
tagging eciency correlation. For the combined lepton and vertex tag, for the full data sample, the
result Rb = 0:2175  0:0014 is obtained, where the error is due to the data statistics only. The statistical errors on the Monte Carlo estimates of the tagging probabilities, the uncertainty on the  + 
background and avour bias corrections, and the error on the eciency correlation Cb will be included
in the systematic error estimate discussed in the next Section.
`

``

`

`

`

`

8 Systematic Errors
The result of the measurement depends on Rc as:
Rb = 0:084 Rc ;
Rb
Rc
where Rc is the deviation of Rc from the value of 0:172 predicted by the Standard Model and used
in this analysis. For illustration, a fractional variation of Rc of 5%, corresponding to the present
precision of measurements at LEP [21], would result in a variation of 0:0009 in Rb.
The systematic errors coming from sources other than Rc are listed below, and are summarised in
Table 6. Most of the systematic errors come through the tagging eciencies, "c and "uds , for charm
and light quark events. The dependence of Rb on "c and "uds is given by
Rb = 0:089 "c 0:027 "uds :
Rb
"c
"uds
The systematic errors on these eciencies are also given in Table 6.
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Source
"c ="c (%) "uds="uds (%)
Electron ID eciency
0:50
0:22
0:40
0:13
Muon ID eciency
Tracking resolution
0:76
3:69
c quark fragmentation
2:89
|
c hadron production fractions
3:05
|
0:71
|
c hadron lifetimes
c semileptonic branching fraction
0:95
|
c semileptonic decay modelling
1:26
|
c charged decay multiplicity
2:09
|
0
Branching fraction B (D ! K )
1:19
|
Heavy quark production from gluons
0:55
7:69
K0 and hyperon production
|
1:88
Monte Carlo statistics
0:92
3:82
Subtotal "c and "uds
5:35
9:54
Electron ID background
Muon ID background
Eciency correlation
Event Selection
Total

Rb
0:00011
0:00009
0:00036
0:00056
0:00058
0:00014
0:00019
0:00024
0:00040
0:00023
0:00055
0:00011
0:00034
0:00124
0:00036
0:00040
0:00098
0:00033
0:00170

Table 6: Systematic errors on the measured value of Rb and on the light quark eciencies "c and "uds.

Electron identi cation: The systematic errors related to the electron identi cation were evaluated

using the methods described in reference [15].
The electron detection eciency in the Monte Carlo, which was used to predict the tagging
eciency for the light avour events, was tuned to agree with the data by applying corrections
to the identifying variables. Remaining di erences in the distributions of the variables were
studied using subsamples of tracks in di erent angular, momentum and transverse momentum
ranges, and using identi ed muon candidates. The avour dependence of the eciency caused
by the di erence in the track environment was studied in the Monte Carlo and a 50% relative
uncertainty was assigned to the predicted variation with avour. The overall uncertainty in the
electron detection eciency was found to be 4:0%, which results in a systematic error on Rb
of 0:00011.
The number of electron candidates rejected by the photon conversion nding algorithm, and
the performance of the algorithm predicted by the Monte Carlo, were used to estimate the
background from photon conversion electrons in the identi ed electron sample. The eciency of
rejecting photon conversions and the probability of the rejected tracks really being conversion
products were estimated using the Monte Carlo to be (78:15:6)% and (78:64:0)%, respectively.
The uncertainty on the conversion background resulted in a systematic error on Rb of 0:00026.
The hadronic background in the identi ed electron sample was estimated from the data using
the distributions of the identifying variables. The relative uncertainty in the estimate of this
background was found to be 9:3%, which results in a systematic error of 0:00025 on Rb.
Muon identi cation: The systematic errors related to the muon identi cation were evaluated using
the methods described in reference [16].
The muon detection eciency was compared between the Monte Carlo and the data using
various control samples, e.g., muon pair events from Z0 decays and two-photon collisions, and
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identi ed charged pions from K0 decays. After applying small corrections to the Monte Carlo,
the uncertainty in the muon detection eciency was found to be 3:0%, which results in a
systematic error on Rb of 0:00009. No signi cant avour dependence was observed in the
muon identi cation.
The hadronic background in the identi ed muon sample was estimated using the fake probability
per track estimated in the Monte Carlo. Studies using several background control samples showed
that the estimate had a relative uncertainty of 9%. The resulting systematic error is 0:00040.
Tracking resolution: The resolution of the tracking detector strongly a ects the vertex tagging
eciency. The e ect was evaluated using the Monte Carlo by varying the resolution scaling
factor between 1.0 and 1.4. Although the forward tagging eciency, "v , and the backward
tagging eciency, "v , changed signi cantly with , the di erence "v "v remained relatively
stable (see Figures 3 and 4). The systematic error on Rb was found to be 0:00036.
Charm quark fragmentation: The charm tagging eciency "c increases with the scaled energy, x ,
of the weakly-decaying charmed hadron. OPAL has measured hx i separately for primary D0 and
D+ mesons [22]. Using the relative D0 and D+ production cross-sections measured also in [22],
the average scaled energy for D0 and D+ is hx iD0 D+ = 0:486  0:013. Another measurement
using leptons from charmed hadron decays by ALEPH [23] has obtained a consistent result.
The fragmentation function of Peterson et al. [14] was used to describe the charm quark fragmentation. The systematic error was studied by e ectively varying the parameter c by giving
a weight to each cc event so that the mean scaled energy for D0 and D+ mesons varied within
hx iD0 D+ = 0:486  0:013. The resulting systematic error on Rb was 0:00056.
Charmed hadron production fractions: The mixture of weakly decaying charmed hadrons produced in Z0 ! cc decays can a ect the tagging probability for cc events because of the large
di erences in the charm hadron lifetimes. The vertex tagging eciency for the D+ meson is
approximately twice that for the D0 and D+s mesons, while the eciency for the +c is about
20% of that for the D0 and D+s . The fractions of D0, D+ , D+s and +c were varied according
to the production cross-sections measured by OPAL [22]. The contribution from +c baryons
was multiplied by 1:15  0:05 to account for the other weakly-decaying charmed baryons. The
errors were combined taking their correlation into account to give a systematic error on Rb of
0:00058.
Charmed hadron lifetimes: The lifetimes of the weakly-decaying charmed hadrons were varied
within the errors quoted by the Particle Data Group [18]. Their contributions to the error on
Rb were added in quadrature to give a total error of 0:00014.
Charm semileptonic branching fraction: For semileptonic decays of charmed hadrons, an average branching fraction B (c ! `) of (9:8  0:5)% was used. This value was obtained by taking
the average of the measurements at centre-of-mass energies between 9:5 and 39 GeV [24]. The
resulting systematic error was 0:00019.
Charm semileptonic decay modelling: The momentum spectra of the leptons in the rest frame
of the decaying charmed hadrons were modi ed according to the re ned free-quark model of
Altarelli et al. [25]. The two parameters of the model, ms and pF , were chosen to be 0:001 GeV=c2
and 0:467 GeV=c, respectively, as given by a t to DELCO [26] and MARK III [27] data performed
by the LEP electroweak heavy avour working group. Two sets of alternative values of the
parameters, ms = 0:001 GeV=c2, pF = 0:353 GeV=c and ms = 0:153 GeV=c2, pF = 0:467 GeV=c,
corresponding to the variation allowed by the t, were used to estimate the systematic error of
0:00024.
E

E

E

E

;
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Charm charged decay multiplicity: The requirement that a secondary vertex contain at least

four tracks makes the tagging eciency for a charmed hadron depend strongly on the charged
track multiplicity of its decay. The distributions of the number of charged particles produced in
the decays of D+ , D0 and D+s mesons (including the charged decay products of any K0S mesons
produced in the D meson decay) were adjusted to the central values measured by MARK III [28].
The average decay charged multiplicity for each D meson was varied within the ranges quoted by
MARK III, by applying an appropriate weight to each Monte Carlo event. For the +c baryon,
for which no measurements are available, a variation of 0:5 in the average decay multiplicity
was allowed. The average multiplicities were varied separately for each charm hadron, and in
such a way as to leave the inclusive branching ratios for decays into K0 mesons and 0 hyperons
unaltered. The resulting variations in Rb were combined in quadrature to give a systematic error
on Rb of 0:00040.
Charm to 0K0 branching fraction:
The inclusive branching ratios B (D+ ! K0 ; K0 + X), B (D0 !
K0 ; K + X), B (D+s ! K0 ; K0 + X) and B (+c ! 0 + X) were varied independently within the
errors quoted by the Particle Data Group [18]. This was done by applying a weight to each
Monte Carlo event in such a way as to leave the decay charged multiplicity distribution for each
charm hadron unaltered. The resulting variations in Rb were combined in quadrature to give a
systematic error on Rb of 0:00023.
Heavy quark production from gluon splitting: The average number of cc quark pairs produced
per multihadron event by the gluon splitting process g ! cc has been measured by OPAL to be
(2:380:48)10 2 [29]. This is consistent both with perturbative QCD calculations [30] and with
the prediction of the JETSET Monte Carlo. The g ! cc rate in the Monte Carlo was adjusted
to the OPAL measured value, and the g ! bb rate, for which no published measurements are
available, was adjusted to be 0:13  0:04 of the g ! cc rate, based on theoretical expectations [30].
The g ! cc rate and the g ! bb=g ! cc ratio were varied separately within the ranges quoted,
resulting in systematic errors on Rb of 0:00038 and 0:00040, respectively. A total systematic
error of 0:00055 was obtained by combining these errors in quadrature.
Inclusive K0 and hyperon production: The total production rates of K0, 0 and other weaklydecaying hyperons in the Monte Carlo were adjusted to agree with the values measured by
OPAL [31]. The systematic error due to uncertainties in the number of weakly-decaying strange
particles produced in Z0 ! uu; dd; ss decays was assessed by allowing the average number of K0 ,
0 and other hyperons in uds events to vary by 3:4%, 6:5% and 11:5%, respectively. This
corresponds to the precision of the OPAL measurements, combined with an additional uncertainty to take into account a possible avour dependence in strange particle production rates
in Z0 decays. The separate variations in Rb were combined in quadrature to give a systematic
error on Rb of 0:00011.
Eciency correlation: The total correlation factor was estimated to be Cb 1 = ( 0:06  0:46)%,
(+0:07  0:46)% and ( 0:06  0:45)% for the 1992, 1993 and 1994 data, respectively, as was
discussed in detail in Section 6. The resulting systematic error on Rb is 0:00098.
Event Selection: As discussed in Section 4, a correction of ( 0:25  0:15)% was applied to the result
to account for the e ects of the e+ e !  +  background and the avour-bias introduced by
the event selection. The systematic error on Rb is 0:00033.
Monte Carlo statistics: The Monte Carlo statistical errors in the evaluation of the light avour
tagging eciencies contribute to the systematic error by 0:00034.
The total systematic error on the measured value of Rb, excluding the Rc dependence, is 0:00170.
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As a cross check, the transverse momentum cuts for electrons and muons and the decay length
signi cance cuts were varied within 0:3 GeV=c and between 2 and 15, respectively. The values of Rb
obtained using di erent cuts, and the independent part of the statistical error relative to the value of
Rb obtained using the central cut values, are shown in Figure 7. No signi cant systematic trend in
the measured value of Rb is observed.

9 Summary and Conclusion
The fraction of Z0 ! bb events in hadronic Z0 decays, Rb, was measured using the data collected by
OPAL from 1992 to 1994, giving a result of
Rb = 0:2175  0:0014  0:0017
where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The systematic error does not include
the e ects of varying Rc from its Standard Model expectation. The result depends on Rc as follows:
Rb = 0:084 Rc ;
Rb
Rc
where Rc is the deviation of Rc from the value 0:172 predicted by the Standard Model. The total
error excluding the Rc dependence is 1.02% of the measurement. The result supersedes our previous
publication [2] and the value quoted therein. The measurement of Rb presented here is consistent with
other published measurements of Rb from experiments at LEP [32] and SLC [33], and is of improved
precision.
The measured value of Rb is compared with the Standard Model prediction, obtained using the
ZFITTER [3] program, in Figure 8. The value of Rd predicted by the Standard Model is also shown
for comparison. The result is consistent within one standard deviation with the Standard Model
prediction for top masses less than 182 GeV=c2. The average result, 180  12 GeV=c2, of the CDF and
D0 direct top mass measurements [34] is shown for comparison.
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Figure 1: Comparison of L= distributions from the 1994 data (points with error bars) and from
Monte Carlo (full histograms), normalised by the numbers of events. As discussed in the text, the
most important region of the plot for this analysis is for backward decay length signi cances around
the backward tag cut. Dotted histograms indicate contributions from light avour events. In (b), the
resolution in the Monte Carlo events has been degraded as described in the text with a scaling factor
= 1:1; no such scaling has been applied in (a).
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Figure 2: Forward and backward hemisphere tagging fractions, fv and fv , from Monte Carlo simulation, and their di erence, as a function of the resolution scaling factor . The horizontal shaded
regions indicate the tagging fractions measured in the 1994 data with their statistical errors.
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Figure 3: Forward and backward tagging eciencies, "uds
v and "v , from Monte Carlo simulated
Z0 ! uu; dd; ss events, and their di erence, as a function of the resolution scaling factor .
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Figure 4: Forward and backward tagging eciencies, "cv and "vc , from Monte Carlo simulated Z0 ! cc
events, and their di erence, as a function of the resolution scaling factor .
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Figure 5: Fits of 'vv distribution (a) with and (b) without the thrust value cut T > 0:8. Points with
error bars are data and the histograms are Monte Carlo tted to the data.
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Figure 6: (a) Comparison between the true overall correlation (solid circles) and the sum of the estimated correlation components (open circles) in a large sample of bb Monte Carlo events, as a function
of the L= cut. The individual components of the estimated correlation due to the geometrical correlation, same hemisphere bb events, the pB -pB correlation and the correlation from the Nfrag e ect are
shown separately. The di erence between the true and total estimated correlations is shown in (b).
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Figure 7: Values of Rb obtained using di erent cuts on the lepton transverse momentum p and the
decay length signi cance L= . The results have been corrected for hemisphere tagging eciency
correlation. Dashed lines indicate the central value and its systematic error. Error bars are the
statistical errors on the di erences from the central result.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the measured value of Rb , the Standard Model prediction obtained
using the ZFITTER program, and the directly measured top mass from CDF and D0. The diagonally
hatched area shows the plus-or-minus one standard deviation range of this measurement, and the
vertically hatched region shows the CDF and D0 top mass measurement. Curves indicate the predicted
values of Rb (left) and Rd (right) as functions of the top quark mass mtop. The widths of the curves
represent the uncertainty due to Higgs boson masses in the range 60{1000 GeV=c2.
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